The audio, segmentation, and labeling data for the five birds used here has been deposited online for replication and further use (Harvard Dataverse, doi:[10.7910/DVN/62EHNM](https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/62EHNM)).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

For over a century, operant conditioning has had great success in making complex learning questions experimentally tractable. Combined with electrophysiological recording, it has been the main experimental tool for understanding the neural underpinnings of learning processes \[[@pone.0228512.ref001], [@pone.0228512.ref002]\]. Applying operant conditioning to discrete behaviors such as lever presses and nose pokes is relatively straightforward. However, to successfully shape a complex behavior, a conditioning stimulus must be delivered with high specificity and with a short temporal delay \[[@pone.0228512.ref003]\].

In the past decade, short-delay operant feedback techniques have been applied fruitfully in the field of birdsong neuroscience. An individual bird's song comprises a sequence of distinct vocal elements, called syllables, learned by a process of imitation early in life \[[@pone.0228512.ref004]\]. Operant conditioning experiments generally involve real-time detection of a targeted portion within the song, followed by playback of a burst of aversive white noise if a specific acoustic parameter falls on one side of a preset trigger threshold. This technique, which we term Triggered Feedback (TF), has been used to drive changes in the pitch of specific portions of song \[[@pone.0228512.ref003], [@pone.0228512.ref005]--[@pone.0228512.ref008]\], alter the duration of individual song syllables \[[@pone.0228512.ref009]\], and to drive changes in syllable transition probabilities in birds with variable sequencing \[[@pone.0228512.ref010], [@pone.0228512.ref011]\]. It has given investigators a granular ability to induce learning and examine the relevant behavioral and neural dynamics \[[@pone.0228512.ref012]--[@pone.0228512.ref020]\]. The TF approach has been paired with optogenetic stimulation within specific brain nuclei to delineate their roles in different aspects of song learning and production \[[@pone.0228512.ref021]--[@pone.0228512.ref024]\].

In typical experiments in the birdsong field using TF \[[@pone.0228512.ref007]--[@pone.0228512.ref012], [@pone.0228512.ref014]--[@pone.0228512.ref016], [@pone.0228512.ref021]--[@pone.0228512.ref024]\], an individual syllable is selected as a target for real-time detection based on manual inspection of song spectrograms (*e*.*g*. syllable 'G,' [Fig 1A and 1D](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Candidate syllables generally have a prominent and unique harmonic structure that remains stable for a significant portion of the syllable. A spectral template is formed by averaging this portion across several instances of the syllable ([Fig 1D--1F](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}). During the experiment, the digital audio stream is segmented into temporal slices and a normalized spectrum obtained from each slice in real time ([Fig 1B](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}; see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). If the distance between this spectrum and the template is less than a pre-set threshold, it is considered a 'match' ('+' symbols, [Fig 1C](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}). If the match criterion is satisfied by a set number of consecutive slices, a 'detection' occurs. If other syllables in the bird's repertoire have portions that are similar ('x' symbols, [Fig 1C](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}) to the template, the resulting errors in detection weaken the operant contingency and reduce the effectiveness of the experiment.

![**Matching an averaged template** (A) Spectrogram of 1.5 sec of Bengalese finch song with syllable labels shown below. 'G' will be used as an example target syllable throughout the paper. (B) Normalized spectrogram corresponding to A. Slices are \~6ms long and non-overlapping. Frequencies less than 1000 Hz are set to zero and remaining amplitudes are linearly scaled per slice to fit in the range 0--1. Green ticks: target slices at a fixed position within syllable 'G.' Magenta bars: distractor slices. For visual clarity, inter-syllable gaps are not shown. (C) Euclidian distance of the spectral slices to a template made by averaging all target slices. '+' and 'x' symbols indicate slices with distances less than the threshold (dotted line) belonging to target and distractor categories respectively. (D) Spectrograms of three instances of the target syllable 'G' with the target slice (7^th^ slice out of 16) highlighted by green lines. (E) Normalized spectra of the target slice from the three instances. (F) Normalized average of the three spectra shown in E.](pone.0228512.g001){#pone.0228512.g001}

In this paper, we present a systematic method for template construction that minimizes errors in detection. After smoothing the distribution of distances to the template, we use gradient descent within the space of spectral vectors to derive an optimized template that minimizes detection errors. Since our algorithm works to minimize both false positive and false negative errors, the optimized template depends on the spectral structure of distractors as well as that of the target syllable. As a result, even small spectral differences between the target syllable and distractors can be used to significantly increase detection accuracy. We tested our algorithm by measuring detection performance for 61 syllables sung by five adult Bengalese finches. Using averaged templates, only 3 (4.9%) syllables were suitable experimental targets based on their detection accuracy (\<5% average error). Our algorithm improved detection accuracy significantly and increased the number of potential experimental targets to 16 syllables (26.2%).

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Data acquisition and pre-processing {#sec003}
-----------------------------------

Amplitude-based triggering was used to record and digitize data from five Bengalese finches singing alone ("undirected song") in a sound isolation chamber. Two different recording systems were used: EvTAF \[[@pone.0228512.ref003]\](44150 Hz sampling rate, three birds) and Sound Analysis Pro (44100 Hz, two birds)\[[@pone.0228512.ref025]\]. Songs were defined as continuous periods of singing separated by at least two (three birds) or three (two birds) seconds of silence. For each bird, fifty songs were randomly selected from a single day. Twenty-five songs were used as a training set for the optimization process and to assess classification performance at the level of individual spectral slices. The other twenty-five were used as a test set to assess syllable-level classification.

All procedures were performed in accordance with established animal care protocols approved by the University of Texas at San Antonio's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC; Protocol \# IS0058).

Song annotation {#sec004}
---------------

An offline procedure was used to segment and annotate song files. For segmentation, the raw audio signal was first filtered using a zero-phase, bandpass filter between 1000 and 10,000 Hz. The signal was then squared and convolved with a two msec square window to determine the amplitude envelope. Songs were segmented by manual optimization of three thresholds (set separately for each bird). First, an amplitude threshold divided the song into segments with high amplitude. Second, short-duration sub-threshold gaps between high amplitude segments were eliminated and the adjacent high amplitude segments were merged. Finally, any high amplitude segments shorter than a threshold duration were eliminated. The minimum duration for gap elimination averaged 5.4 msec across birds (range 2--10 msec). The minimum duration for segments was 10 (4 birds) or 15 (1 bird) msec. This resulted in a data set containing 30,229 segments (4477--8894 per bird).

For each bird, we classified the segments into distinct categories based on manual inspection of their spectral structure and the context in which they occurred. Categories were organized into two types: stereotyped vocalizations sung as part of the song (syllables) and other sounds. The latter included three sub-categories: heterogeneous vocalizations made outside the context of the song (calls etc.), non-vocal noises (wing flaps, cage noises etc.), and short "clicks" (median length \<15 msec, \[[@pone.0228512.ref026]\]). Across five birds, there were 76 categories (61 syllables and 15 other categories; range 10--23 per bird; median 15). Syllables constituted 23,819 of the 29,743 segments (80.11%), with 3548 out of the 5915 non-syllable segments (59.98%) due to calls and noise produced by a single bird before or after the main song sequence. Due to occasional erroneous segmentation, some category instances were broken down into multiple segments while other category instances were combined with neighbors to form composite super-segments. These instances were excluded from our optimization algorithm (495 segments; 1.64% overall and 0.50% to 3.06% of segments per bird).

The audio, segmentation, and labeling data for the five birds used here has been deposited online for replication and further use (Harvard Dataverse, doi:[10.7910/DVN/62EHNM](https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/62EHNM))

Normalizing and averaging spectral slices {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------

All analysis was performed using custom scripts written in MATLAB (Natick, MA). These have been uploaded to GitHub as a public repository along with relevant documentation (<https://github.com/toddtroyerlab/template_optimization>).

All calculations were performed offline, but the template-based detection is designed to mimic the real-time TF algorithm described in \[[@pone.0228512.ref003]\]. Other TF methods are essentially similar. We divided the raw audio files into non-overlapping slices that were 256 samples (\~6 msec) long. Each slice was transformed by subtracting the mean, multiplying by a hamming window, and using a fast Fourier transform to calculate the spectrum. Spectral amplitudes less than 1000 Hz were set to zero. The remaining amplitudes were normalized between 0 and 1 by linear interpolation between the minimum and maximum amplitudes ([Fig 1B](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Henceforth the word slice will refer to this normalized spectrum. All slices were assigned a label based on the location of center of the slice. Slices whose center fell between segments were labeled as 'gap' slices.

For each slice, song amplitude was calculated as the sum of the squared slice spectrum (before normalization). An amplitude threshold was set for each bird by finding the amplitude that yields the optimal discrimination between the amplitude distribution of syllable slices and gap slices within the training data from that bird. Only those gap slices that had higher amplitude than the threshold were used in the optimization algorithm as distractors.

To create a template based on averaged spectra, one must select spectral slices at the same position across several instances of a given syllable within the training set. But, due to natural variation in duration, different instances can contain different number of slices. First, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of syllable duration for each syllable category in our training set and discarded any instance greater than two standard deviations from the mean. We then aligned the remaining instances to the modal slice-length for that syllable using linear interpolation. For example, there were 206 instances of syllable G in the 25 training songs for bird 326. The mean duration was 93 msec with a standard deviation of 3 msec. Eight instances had durations less than 87 msec or greater than 99 msec and were excluded. Of the remaining 198, the number of instances with slice-lengths 15, 16, and 17 were 31, 121, and 46 respectively. All instances were aligned to have 16 slices using linear stretching of time. Finally, an averaged template was determined for each of the 16 slice positions by calculating a mean spectrum over all 198 aligned instances and normalizing the mean vector between 0 and 1. We used the training data to align and calculate templates for all 575 slice locations within the 61 syllables identified across 5 birds.

Template optimization and evaluation {#sec006}
------------------------------------

Optimized templates were calculated for each of the 575 slice locations within our training data using gradient descent (see next section). Each optimization required the specification of an initial state and a set of target and distractor slices. The target slices consisted of the time aligned slices described above, and the initial condition was set to be the averaged template obtained by averaging these slices. Distractors included all slices assigned to categories other than the syllable of interest plus gap slices that exceeded the amplitude threshold.

Optimization used gradient descent with a variable step size determined using standard back-tracking line search \[[@pone.0228512.ref027]\]. The termination of gradient descent depended on: (A) the absolute value of gradient magnitude, (B) the change in gradient magnitude, and (C) the change in total error. B and C were calculated over the 10 most recent steps. Gradient descent was terminated when either C and B or C and A decreased below preset thresholds. If this did not happen for 1000 steps, the descent was terminated and data from the 1000^th^ step was used for further processing. 67/575 (11.65%) optimizations were forced to terminate on the 1000^th^ step. The median stopping step for the remaining optimizations was 261.

As described above, specifying an identified slice requires a process of temporal alignment. To avoid issues that arise from separate temporal alignments for the test and training set, we use target and distractor slices within the training data to evaluate performance of the algorithm at the level of song slices.

We then go on to measure targeting performance at the level of song syllables (see [Results](#sec008){ref-type="sec"}). The targeting performance of optimized templates is then evaluated on a separate set of test data using an algorithm that mimics the real-time TF algorithm presented in \[[@pone.0228512.ref003]\].

Gradient descent {#sec007}
----------------

A typical method for TF is to construct a template for detection by selecting a portion of the song with a distinct spectral structure, and then averaging over multiple instances of that portion of the song. Such averaging implicitly assumes a method for temporal alignment across syllable instances. Therefore, to start, we used linear scaling of time to align all spectra to the modal slice length for each syllable category and calculated an averaged template for each slice position (see above). With this average as an initial template, we then systematically improve detection performance using gradient descent. In this section, we derive the gradient descent expression and offer an interpretation. To illustrate several aspects of our algorithm, we will use the 7^th^ slice position (out of 16) from syllable G as a specific example ([Fig 1D](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

Given a template vector, one can easily calculate the Euclidian distance between the template and the target and distractor slices. For a given distance threshold, the false positive error rate is the fraction of distractor slices with distances less than or equal to the threshold. The false negative error rate is the fraction of target slices with distances above the threshold ([Fig 2A](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The total error is defined as the average of the false positive and false negative error rates.

![**Pre- and post-optimization distance distributions** (A-D) Probability density of target (green curve) and distractor (magenta curve) slice distances from the template for the 7^th^ slice in example syllable G. The inset gives a magnified view of the distributions near threshold. (C & D) Smoothed distributions derived from A & C using a Gaussian smoothing function (grey curve inset in C). (A & C) Distance distributions using the average of target slices as the template (black curve in E). (C & D) Distance distributions using the optimized template (gray curve in E).](pone.0228512.g002){#pone.0228512.g002}

To use gradient descent for template optimization, we need an error function that is a differentiable function of the template vector. Therefore, we convert the discrete collection of distances into a continuous distribution by smoothing with a Gaussian. Letting *G*~*σ*~*(x)* denote the Gaussian smoothing function, the smoothed distance distributions for targets and distractors (*T(x)* and *D(x)*) can be written as: $$T\left( x \right) = \frac{1}{M}{\sum_{i}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{i} \right)}}\ and\ D\left( x \right) = \frac{1}{N}{\sum_{j}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{j} \right)}}$$ where we have assumed there are *M* target slices with distances to the template *d*~*i*~ and *N* distractor slices with distances *d*~*j*~. For a given value of the threshold (*θ*), the continuous false negative error rate and false positive error rate are just the areas of these distributions that fall on the "wrong" side of the threshold ([Fig 2C](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the total error (TE) is given by $$\frac{1}{2M}{\sum_{i}{\int_{\theta}^{\infty}{G_{\sigma}({x - d}_{i})dx + \frac{1}{2N}{\sum_{j}{\int_{- \infty}^{\theta}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{j} \right)dx}}}}}}$$

To calculate the gradient of the total error with respect to the template vector, we note that each target and distractor slice makes an independent contribution to the false negative or false positive rate. Let *t* denote the template vector and *s*~*i*~ denote a specific target vector whose distance to the template is given by *d*~*i*~. Using the chain rule, the component of the gradient corresponding to *s*~*i*~ is given by $$\nabla_{t}\left( {\int_{\theta}^{\infty}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{i} \right)dx}} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial d_{i}}\left( {\int_{\theta}^{\infty}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{i} \right)dx}} \right) \times \nabla_{t}\left( d_{i} \right)$$

For the first term, we switch the order of the integral and then apply the fundamental theorem of calculus: $$\frac{\partial}{\partial d_{i}}\left( {\int_{\theta}^{\infty}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{i} \right)dx}} \right) = {\int_{\theta}^{\infty}{{- G}_{\sigma}^{\prime}\left( {x - d}_{i} \right)dx =}}G_{\sigma}\left( {\theta - d}_{i} \right)$$

For the second term, we note that the gradient of the distance from the template to *s*~*i*~ is equal to a unit vector pointing from the target vector to the template: $$\nabla_{t}\left( d_{i} \right) = \frac{\left( {t - s_{i}} \right)}{d_{i}}$$

Thus, the contribution of target vector *s*~*i*~ to the negative gradient is a vector pointing from the template toward *s*~*i*~ whose magnitude is given by the Gaussian smoothing function applied to the difference between the distance to the template and the threshold distance *θ*: $${- \nabla}_{t}\left( {\int_{\theta}^{\infty}{G_{\sigma}\left( {x - d}_{i} \right)dx}} \right) = G_{\sigma}\left( {\theta - d}_{i} \right) \times \frac{\left( s_{i} - t \right)}{d_{i}}$$

The calculation for each distractor vector is similar and yields a vector that points in the opposite direction (from the distractor vector toward the template), again weighted by the Gaussian smoothing function. Thus, significant contributions to the gradient are confined to slices whose distance to the template is near threshold. This means that modification of the template vector during gradient descent maximally takes account of slices for which changes in the template will likely alter the side of the threshold they fall on. The gradient for the total error is simply the sum of the contributions for all the target and distractor slices: $${- \nabla}_{t}\left( {TE} \right) = \frac{1}{2M}{\sum\limits_{i}{G_{\sigma}({\theta - d}_{i})\frac{\left( s_{i} - t \right)}{d_{i}}}} - \frac{1}{2N}{\sum\limits_{j}{G_{\sigma}({\theta - d}_{j})\frac{\left( s_{j} - t \right)}{d_{j}}}}$$

The width of the Gaussian smoothing function (sigma) is chosen in a manner that ensures a unique crossing point ([Fig 2C](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}) between any given pair of distance distributions. We start with a default value (0.2) and iteratively change it in intervals of 0.05 until we find the smallest value that ensures that the smoothed target and distractor distributions decrease monotonically from their peak. During gradient descent, an initial value of sigma that works for the set of slice distances to the initial template is adopted. For each subsequent step in the gradient descent, the monotonicity condition is checked. If the distributions are found to be insufficiently smooth at any stage of the optimization, a new higher value of sigma is calculated (testing smoothness in increments of 0.05) and the entire optimization is restarted using this new sigma. We call the unique crossing point that results from the smoothing procedure the 'slice optimal' threshold. It is recalculated and used for error calculations at each step in the gradient descent.

The gradient calculation shows that discrimination performance is improved by moving the template vector toward target vectors and away from distractors with points closer to the decision surface making a greater contribution. By shifting the template away from the average of the target distribution while simultaneously adjusting the threshold distance, this procedure results in a decision surface that more accurately separates target and distractor vectors ([S1 Fig](#pone.0228512.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Results {#sec008}
=======

Slice level performance {#sec009}
-----------------------

The standard procedure for template construction for TF is to first select a target syllable containing a stable and distinct spectral structure, and then to average over multiple instances of that portion of the syllable. Our general strategy is to use the averaged template for a given position within a target syllable as our initial condition, and then use gradient descent to optimize detection performance. We evaluated the performance of the averaged and optimized templates by determining whether the distance to the template for target and distractor slices fell below the slice-optimal threshold determined from the smoothed distribution of distances for each template (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}; [Fig 2](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

We performed gradient-based template optimization for all 575 slice positions in 61 syllables across our five birds. For each slice position, we first identify the target and distractor slices from the training set ([Fig 1B](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"}). All slices at the target position from the aligned instances of that syllable type are designated as target slices. Slices in non-target positions within the target syllable do not participate in optimization. Slices from instances of other syllables, and those from instances of non-syllable categories and gaps that exceed an amplitude threshold (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) are designated as distractors.

[Fig 3A](#pone.0228512.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the increase in classification performance for the 16 slice positions of the example syllable G. There is a robust decrease in the error for both target and distractor slices. For the 7th slice position, the misclassification of target slices was reduced from 3% to 0% and that of distractor slices from 3.3% to 0.88% ([Fig 3A](#pone.0228512.g003){ref-type="fig"}, data shown in red; also insets in [Fig 2A](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"} vs [2B](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Averaging the two error percentages gives us a single number to measure the classification performance; the slice error. Across the 16 slices in syllable G the slice error for averaged templates was 8.45±2.76% (mean±sd) versus 3.95±2.39% for the optimized templates, a fractional reduction of 56.14±24.31%. All summary statistics here onward are in the format mean±sd unless noted otherwise.

![**Optimization improves slice classification** (A) False positive (% of distractor slices with sub-threshold distances) and false negative (% of target slices with supra-threshold distances) error rates for the 16 slice positions in the example syllable G. Performance for averaged (circles) and optimized (asterisks) templates for the same slice are connected by lines. (B) Slice error (mean of the false negative and false positive errors) for the averaged vs. optimized template (ordinate) for all slice positions from all target syllables. Red: performance for the 7^th^ slice from syllable G (see Figs [1](#pone.0228512.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}).](pone.0228512.g003){#pone.0228512.g003}

The relationship between the slice error for averaged and optimized templates for all slices is shown in [Fig 3B](#pone.0228512.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Across all birds and their syllable types, the slice error was reduced from 8.78±4.77 to 4.33±3.24, a fractional reduction of 51.54±22.92%. Note that in 2/575 slices, the slice error for the optimized template was slightly higher than that for the averaged template (although the increase was small, 0.04 and 0.08%). This likely stems from the fact that our algorithm performs gradient descent on the continuous error rate function whereas each slice is unambiguously classified as a match or non-match when reporting performance. In cases where gradient descent does little to reduce the continuous error rate, the discrete error rate can be slightly greater for the optimized template.

Syllable level performance {#sec010}
--------------------------

Thus far our analysis treats song as a sequence of independent spectral slices of roughly 6 msec duration. However, syllables are generally viewed as units of song behavior, and in many experiments the intent of TF is to target specific syllables. Therefore, we analyzed the performance of our algorithm at the syllable level, with a syllable or gap considered detected if any slice within that song element falls below the distance threshold and above the amplitude threshold.

Our syllable-level evaluation metric also addresses a second difficulty that stems from the imbalance in the number of targets versus distractors. As an example, our test data set contains 197 instances of syllable G and 6352 distractor syllables and gaps. If the false positive and false negative error rates were both 5%, this would result in roughly 10 false negatives and 150 false positives. To achieve a better balance between the two error types, we calculate the false positive rate as the number of false positives divided by the number of target syllables, rather than the number of distractors. We define balanced error to be the average of the false negative and this redefined false positive rate.

Since detecting any slice within a syllable counts as a detection, minimizing the syllable-level error requires more stringent criteria for syllable detection. In particular, the need for greater stringency is critical to prevent the detection of distractors. One way to achieve this is to reduce the distance threshold that determines whether a slice is considered a match to the template. To demonstrate the impact of varying the threshold, we plotted the syllable classification performance of the 16 optimized templates from the example syllable G when the distance threshold is varied between 50% and 100% of the slice-optimal threshold (different for each slice) in steps of 10% ([Fig 4A--4C](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, a small distance threshold leads to high numbers of false negatives ([Fig 4A](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}), while a large threshold leads to high numbers of false positives ([Fig 4B](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The tradeoff results in a minimum value for the balanced error in the region of 80--90% of the slice-optimal value ([Fig 4C](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Optimizing targeting parameters for syllable detection** (A) Ratio of false negative detections to the number of targets for different threshold values (given as percentages of the slice optimal threshold) for the 16 optimized templates from example syllable G (B) False positive ratio similar to A. (C) Balanced error (expressed as a percentage), equal to the average of false negative and false positive ratios shown in A and B (D-E) Same as A-C but for variations in the detection criterion (number of consecutive matches needed for a detection). Threshold level held constant at 80% of slice optimal threshold (G) Balanced error calculated using default targeting parameters (threshold level = 100% and detection criterion = 1) and the corresponding minimal values obtained by varying both targeting parameters. The example slice (7^th^) is shown in red.](pone.0228512.g004){#pone.0228512.g004}

Another method for increasing the stringency of syllable detection is to require that a syllable contain several consecutive sub-threshold slices to be detected. We plotted the classification performance for the 16 optimized templates from syllable G when the number of consecutive slices (termed the detection criterion) was varied from 1 to 5 ([Fig 4D--4F](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and the distance threshold held constant at 80%. For 12 of the 16 templates, the minimal values of the balanced error occurred for a detection criterion greater than one.

We used a combination of the two approaches to optimize syllable-level detection performance. For any given template, we calculated the balanced error for all (21x5) combinations of threshold (0% to 200% of slice-optimal threshold in steps of 10%) and detection criterion (1--5 consecutive matches) and chose the combination that gave minimal balanced error. For example, the balanced error for the 7^th^ slice (red data, [Fig 4G](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}) with the threshold at 100% and detection criterion at 1 is 52%. On exploring all 21x5 combinations of threshold and detection criterion, the minimal balanced error of 12% is found at 80% threshold level and detection criterion of 2. For the 16 optimized templates in our example syllable G, optimizing the detection criterion and threshold resulted in a fractional reduction in balanced error of 85.44±5.8% over the default values of 1 (for detection criterion) and 100% of the slice optimal threshold ([Fig 4G](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Over the all 575 slices in our data set, the fractional reduction was 87.69±10.69%. The modal detection criterion was one slice; the median was 2 consecutive slices. The modal and mean value for threshold modification was a 10% reduction relative to the slice-optimal threshold.

Syllable detection performance {#sec011}
------------------------------

Using the above strategy, we measured the minimal balanced error for the averaged and optimized templates for each of the 575 slice positions in our data set. Then, for each syllable we chose the averaged template with lowest balanced error (among the slice positions for that syllable). Similarly, we found the optimized template with lowest error for that syllable ([Fig 5](#pone.0228512.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Across the 61 syllables in our data set, template optimization resulted in a fractional reduction of 40.83±29.6% in the balanced error.

![Pre- vs. post optimization detection performance.\
Minimized balanced error for the averaged and optimized templates for all 61 syllables. The horizontal and vertical dotted lines represent 5% balanced error. Optimization increases the number of adequately targetable syllables from 3 to 16.](pone.0228512.g005){#pone.0228512.g005}

Setting 5% balanced error as acceptable performance, our method increased the yield of targetable syllables from 3 out of 61 for averaged templates (4.9%) to 16 out of 61 syllables after optimization (26.2%). Allowing a less stringent 10% error rate allows for the targeting of 11 of 61 syllables with averaged templates (18.0%) and 26 of 61 syllables with optimized templates (42.6%).

Temporal precision {#sec012}
------------------

For experiments driving changes in a specific portion of song, TF must be presented with high temporal precision. To assess this, we measured timing jitter, defined as the standard deviation of the latency between syllable onset (based on the smoothed amplitude envelope; see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) and the onset of the slice where the syllable detection criteria were met. Since timing jitter can be affected by targeting accuracy, we focused our analysis on the 16 syllables that gave most accurate targeting. Since the latency to detection will be influenced by errors in the detection of syllable onsets resulting from extraneous cage noise or other factors, we excluded syllable instances that were outliers in the distribution of total syllable duration. Specifically, syllables whose duration exceeded the third quartile by more than 1.5 times the interquartile range (median 2.58% of syllable instances) were excluded. For the 16 accurately targetable syllables, timing was precise, with an average jitter between syllable onset and time of targeting of 3.33 ± 1.1 msec (mean ± std, range 1.93--5.59 msec).

Size of training data {#sec013}
---------------------

The results reported above are based on training data with 25 songs. We also investigated how our algorithm performed with more limited training data. One of the 16 accurately targeted syllables had a total of 12 instances in 25 training set songs and was not evaluated. For the remaining 15 syllables, we divided the 25 training songs into 5 groups of 5 songs and constructed training data sets containing 5,10, 15, and 20 songs by selecting between 1 and 4 groups. By circular cycling through the selected groups, we constructed 5 sets of songs for each training set size. We created and optimized templates from these 20 data sets (4 training set sizes multiplied by 5 groups per size). We also created optimized templates using a single song as training data, randomly selecting 5 individual songs for training. After constructing optimized templates, performance was assessed using the same independent test set of 25 songs for each bird, and these performance values were averaged over the 5 groups with the same training data size.

For the 15 syllables evaluated, targeting accuracy was largely unaffected down to training data size of 10 songs (\<0.34% error increase on average; [Fig 6](#pone.0228512.g006){ref-type="fig"}). With five songs, balanced error increased 0.67±1.04% (mean ± std, max 3.25%). Even when using a single song for training, balanced error only increased 2.26±1.6% (mean ± std, max 6.5%), and 9 of 15 syllables remained below 5% error.

![Performance for small training sets.\
Balanced error rates as a function of the number of songs used for training for the 15 syllables that performed below 5% with the full training data. Performance for all templates is evaluated on the same 25 songs in the test set.](pone.0228512.g006){#pone.0228512.g006}

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

We have presented a method that improves detection performance for template-based operant conditioning experiments, using syllable detection in songbirds as an example. A common approach for providing real-time operant feedback is to create a parameterized template of the behavior of interest, and then provide conditioning feedback whenever behavioral parameters closely match the template. Performance using this approach can be compromised by the presence of distractors, behaviors that closely match the target behavior, but that are not to be conditioned. Our method explicitly views behavioral targeting as a discrimination task and uses gradient descent to minimize both false positive and false negative errors.

We show that the gradient expression for template-based discrimination has a clear and simple geometric interpretation: to increase performance, the template should be moved toward target vectors and away from distractor vectors, with points closer to the decision surface making a greater contribution to the gradient. This procedure can result in a template vector at a significant distance from the initial averaged template, but with an increased threshold for detection. This can result in a decision surface that does a better job of separating target and distractor slices ([Fig 2B and 2D](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0228512.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

For many slices, the optimized template contains values outside the 0--1 boundaries of the normalized spectrum ([Fig 2E](#pone.0228512.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This allows the template to emphasize small differences in spectral power near the edges of the 0--1 boundary. For example, suppose that target slices have near zero spectral amplitude at a given frequency, and a distractor has a normalized amplitude of 0.1 there. If the template value at this frequency is 0, the difference in squared distance for the distractor vs. target is 0.01--0 = 0.01. However, if the template value is -0.3, the difference in square distance is 0.16--0.09 = 0.07. In this way, template values outside the 0--1 range can be used to create a "caricature" of the target spectrum that emphasizes extreme values, making it easier to discriminate targets from distractors.

In songbirds, the main unit of behavior is the syllable, but typical implementations of TF operate by detecting short spectral slices. Syllable segmentation, alignment and normalization introduce complex dependencies between the set of acoustic slices that comprise a given syllable instance, and these dependencies make it difficult to apply standard optimization methods for syllable discrimination. Our method sidesteps these difficulties by first finding an optimal spectral template at the level of individual slices. Calculation of the gradient is straightforward, with each target and distractor slice contributing an independent term to the calculation. After solving this high dimensional optimization, we use a brute force search to select the few remaining parameters (distance threshold, detection criterion) that lead to optimal performance at the level of syllables ([Fig 4](#pone.0228512.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In our sample, template optimization increased the number of syllables that could be targeted with fewer than 5% errors from 3 (4.9%) to 16 (26.2%) of 61 syllables. For these syllables, targeting was temporally precise, with a jitter of less than 6 msec (average 3.33 msec).

Our method is based on a widely used implementation of TF first described in \[[@pone.0228512.ref003]\]. Several other approaches are similar, but perform matching in longer (40--200 msec) spectral windows and use correlation instead of distance as the metric for similarity \[[@pone.0228512.ref009], [@pone.0228512.ref022], [@pone.0228512.ref028]\]. In the correlation-based studies, template construction follows the usual method of averaging over a sample of recorded target exemplars. Our discriminant approach can be generalized to these cases and should reduce false positives while retaining a high rate of target detection.

Pearre et al. \[[@pone.0228512.ref029]\] have also published a syllable detector for zebra finches based on a nonlinear neural network that takes a sliding 30--50 msec window of the spectrum as input. Based on labeled training sets consisting of 1000 songs, they report false negative rates of 1% or less and jitter values around 2 msec. They also report that as few as 200 songs can yield acceptable results \[[@pone.0228512.ref029]\]. These results appear generally consistent with other studies that have used machine learning based methods \[[@pone.0228512.ref030], [@pone.0228512.ref031]\].

In practice, the effectiveness of TF is often increased by requiring song behavior to match a sequence of two or more spectral templates before providing feedback \[[@pone.0228512.ref011]\]. This strategy allows the experimenter to exploit temporal regularities of each bird's song to substantially increase the specificity of targeting. Given the complexity of birdsong, the range of combinatorial strategies is large, and varies greatly across birds and across experimental paradigms. For that reason, we did not attempt a systematic investigation of combinatorial targeting. But all such strategies benefit from more precise identification of the elements that comprise the target behavior. Given that our algorithm only concerns the offline selection of optimal spectral templates, it can be used to improve template-based TF with minimal modification to existing software and hardware.

Our method is simple, robust and achieves near asymptotic accuracy when trained on only 5--10 songs ([Fig 6](#pone.0228512.g006){ref-type="fig"}). After the song annotation process has been completed, each template optimization takes less than 5 minutes using a standard desktop computer. The intent of many TF experiments is to train birds to alter their vocal production, and in some experiments, templates must be updated regularly to track the changing acoustics of the target syllable. In these situations, ease of training is a critical practical consideration. Moreover, small training sizes allow for easy pre-experiment screening to select birds with targetable syllables appropriate for that experiment. These considerations make our method a practical supplement to common procedures for a wide variety of TF experiments.
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1\. \'The organization of Results section appears to be confusing. The first subsection of Results "Template optimization using gradient descent" appears to be a mixture of methods and results.\'

It is often uncertain how to divide models or theoretical analysis into "methods" and "results." We have reorganized the manuscript so that the derivation of our gradient algorithm is included in the Methods section. This section includes some example data to illustrate the method, but all the analysis of performance and group data is presented in Results. We have re-edited the beginning of the Results section to smooth the transition and present our overall approach.

2\. \'In "Calculating averaged templates" in Methods section, the authors explained how the second slice was calculated as a weighted sum of the first (1/15) and the second slice (14/15). Should the second slice be 2/15 or 14/15?\'

We have tried several iterations of detailing the calculations that underlie alignment by "linear stretching of time." At this point we believe that the intuition of linear stretching is sufficiently clear, and have dropped the sentences attempting to detail the math.

3\. \'In the caption of Fig 1., "and" is redundant in the sentence: For visual clarity, inter-syllable gaps and are not shown.\'

Done.  

4\. \'The authors may identify more literature that is similar to \[3\] and include those in the citation in the sentence:

Our work is based on a popular implementation of TF...birdsong field, to demonstrate this specific field is actually popular and thus enhance the significance of this work.\'

The references describing the use of triggered feedback in the songbird field were presented in the previous paragraph. We now re-reference the articles that use an averaging approach to constructing templates (most of the references). We retain the single reference \[3\] where we talk about exactly mimicking the real-time algorithm known as EvTAF, first published in \[3\].

5\. \'Instead of stretching the shorter instances and compressing longer instances to match the majority - those as long as 16 slices, will averaging only instances of 16 slices enhance or decrease the performance? One may suspect that averaging over different lengths of instances will distort the data, though intuitively only averaging one length of instances may increase the error to detect the same syllable of other lengths. \'

We share the reviewer's intuition that restricting the sample size may have the effect of increasing the error. Also, we remind the reviewer that even single spectral slices are averages over some length of the acoustic signal, and that that the windowing inherent in calculating a non-overlapping short time spectrum is not precisely aligned with syllable onsets or offsets. However, to check, we reran our algorithm on a several syllables using only the slices from the modal length syllables as targets. As expected, there was no significant change in the performance of the algorithm.

 6. \'The offline success of this work may be compromised in the online process in actual experiments due to different asparagus, software, e.g., LabVIEW vs. MATLAB, and the requirement to deliver the triggered stimulus as soon as possible, i.e., balancing accuracy and efficiency. What will the detection performance be once the optimal template is applied in an experiment? Could it be the technical limitations after all to decide the hit rate and eventual delay in delivering the stimulus?\'

We remind the reviewer that our algorithm is an offline algorithm whose sole purpose is to provide a better template to use in whatever online algorithm is being used within a real-time experiment. Any technicalities of real time implementation are shared by the original averaged template and the new optimized version. In general, simple online matching algorithms - such as the one we use - have a low computational cost and take less than 1-2 msec on a moderate speed computer. As for performance evaluations, our Matlab algorithm exactly mimics the popular real-time algorithm EvTAF, written in LabView. We have confirmed this match by running our triggering algorithm on data recorded during an EvTAF session.  

7\. \'How long does it take to acquire an optimized template from raw recordings for one syllable? The authors may indicate this in the discussion as well.\'

It generally takes less than 5 minutes to run the template optimization algorithm after the songs have been annotated. We have included this fact in our discussion.
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